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Reporters mass raid terrorist home in Berdo
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Welcome to the new improve America!
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A new dawn approaches!!
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Either they were intentionally trying to tamper with evidence or they were just plain stupid and shouldn't have ever been
hired to be journalists.
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Why are you reading this meaningless text?
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VZ68 wrote:
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https://youtu.be/tvUiHmazZKY
Mister Metokur just did a 17 minute video that blew my socks off.

Wow! It is an eye opener. We're just fucked!

A new dawn approaches!!
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macht_gut wrote:

VZ68
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VZ68 wrote:
https://youtu.be/tvUiHmazZKY
Mister Metokur just did a 17 minute video that blew my socks off.

Wow! It is an eye opener. We're just fucked!

Guy isn't even a reporter. LOL

It's SHOWTIME!!
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Nogara-san wrote:
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RIP American Journalism.
Goddamn, the media is so, so THIRSTY for Muslim blood. Notice they don't pull this shit with Robert Dear.
It's a sad day when not even FOX FUCKING NEWS...which makes their living pretty much hyping up how every Muslim is
in ISIS...hasn't even stooped to this level.

I was watching ABC news this morning and they were saying how this is "the worst mass shooting ever" and how this
"instilled terror in a community"
.This is a disgusting act, but the criminals being muslim makes it 100x worse in
their eyes. the fact that we've had almost 1 mass shooting for every day of the year is very telling that their is a much
bigger problem in this country.
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It was the house of the terrorists. They were allowed to go inside so why not go inside?
I don't see any big deal here. The FBI already took what they wanted.

thatgirl202

You all act like these reporters are the scam of the earth, the place belonged to the terrorist couple so the more we
know about them the better.
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I have no problem believing a scummy network like msnbc would do this but really cnn and the bbc just going along
with it. Hope every one of those hacks get charged with tampering with evidence. The fact that someone bribe the
landlord should have had any legitimate journalist move back and stand away while calling the cops.
From the article
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Elizabeth Plank, a senior correspondent for Mic, a New York-based media company, said that the landlord had accepted
$1,000 to let journalists in and likely did not get pre-approval from the FBI.

https://www.yahoo.com/news/reporters-inexplicably-stampede-san-bernardino-shooter-s-home-182218908.html#
No wonder most Americans think the news is a joke.

ﺍﻧﺭﻳﻛﻲ ﺍﺟﻼﺳﻳﺱ ﺑﺎﻳﻼﻣﻭﺱ
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It was the house of the terrorists. They were allowed to go inside so why not go inside?
I don't see any big deal here. The FBI already took what they wanted.
You all act like these reporters are the scam of the earth, the place belonged to the terrorist couple so the more we know
about them the better.

Because like it or not, these monsters do deserve some privacy. Also, they just ruined the crime scene by tampering
with the evidence.
Also, the cops or the FBI had nothing to do with it; some journo paid the landlord.
I know they're terrorists but really...I don't give a shit what they ate or how they chilled. The whole display was just
tacky overall and now it's only going to make the media's bloodlust for people to go after Muslims more.

Hello Lamp. Hello Pants
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Nogara-san wrote:

thatgirl202

Because like it or not, these monsters do deserve some privacy. Also, they just ruined the crime scene by tampering with
the evidence.
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Also, the cops or the FBI had nothing to do with it; some journo paid the landlord.
I know they're terrorists but really...I don't give a shit what they ate or how they chilled. The whole display was just tacky
overall and now it's only going to make the media's bloodlust for people to go after Muslims more.

Is there any proof that they paid the Landlord?
You would think that they(FBI) would close down the whole place and put the "do not cross" tape around it but they
didn't. They didn't warn the Landlord either. Why were they allowed to go inside the apartment but they weren't allowed
to do the same with the garage where all the "dirty work" was done?
I'm more mad and disgusted at the fact that 14 people died, I would care less if they go inside the terrorist's house.
I don't think that people will go after muslims more just because of what the journalists did. They crime the terrorists
committed is enough to accomplish that.
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Nogara-san wrote:
Because like it or not, these monsters do deserve some privacy. Also, they just ruined the crime scene by
tampering with the evidence.
Also, the cops or the FBI had nothing to do with it; some journo paid the landlord.
I know they're terrorists but really...I don't give a shit what they ate or how they chilled. The whole display was just
tacky overall and now it's only going to make the media's bloodlust for people to go after Muslims more.

Is there any proof that they paid the Landlord?
You would think that they(FBI) would close down the whole place and put the "do not cross" tape around it but they
didn't. They didn't warn the Landlord either. Why were they allowed to go inside the apartment but they weren't allowed
to do the same with the garage where all the "dirty work" was done?
I'm more mad and disgusted at the fact that 14 people died, I would care less if they go inside the terrorist's house.
I don't think that people will go after muslims more just because of what the journalists did. They crime the terrorists
committed is enough to accomplish that.

People, especially the media, have been thirsty for Muslim blood since Paris.
I'm pissed off over the 14 people dying as well, but this country gave up after not doing shit after 26 children were
gunned down....

Hello Lamp. Hello Pants
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thatgirl202 wrote:
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It was the house of the terrorists. They were allowed to go inside so why not go inside?
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I don't see any big deal here. The FBI already took what they wanted.
You all act like these reporters are the scam of the earth, the place belonged to the terrorist couple so the more we know
about them the better.

first, they were NOT given permission by federal authorities to go and check the crime scene.
when asked, fbi claimed that the investigation was still ongoing:

Asked FBI Los Angeles if suspects’ apartment now open to the media/public: “I don’t believe so…it is still an ongoing
investigation.” — Brian Ries (@moneyries) December 4, 2015
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and the local shreriff authorities also said the same thing:

San Bernardino Sheriff’s spokesperson to Grasswire on reporters entering apartment: “That is not a cleared crime scene.”
— Grasswire Now (@GrasswireNow) December 4, 2015

the landlord also said he did not actually let the reporters in - they barged inside

Landlord says he didn’t allow media into San Bernardino shooters’ apartment: ‘they rushed’ https://t.co/2CfqNG6voO
pic.twitter.com/HlWPUEeJHY — CBS Los Angeles (@CBSLA) December 4, 2015

the journalists turned the place upside down, touching everything they could get their hands on.
i'm not an expert in forensic analysis, but TEMPERING WITH EVIDENCE IS A F;ING BIG DEAL
of course, now that they ruined everything, the local authorities no longer consider the site of any use.
" the more we know about them the better."
do you honestly think the general public will find the information they get useful in protecting themselves against
terrorists?
if so, i strongly disagree with you. at most, it will reinforce the negative stereotypes already present against Muslims.
they also released a footage showing the mother of the suspects, which is NOT related to criminal activities

MSNBC just doxed Rafia Farook, mother of a terrorist, on live television. I’ve blurred the important bits.
pic.twitter.com/VqPwT60yVY
— David Boles (@DavidBoles) December 4, 2015

and they also released information about the kids. they doxed innocent people and did not even care that they were
releasing private information about little kids to the public.

MSNBC reporter is literally holding up pictures of unidentified children on camera, anchor pleads for camera to pan away.
— Josephine Tovey (@Jo_Tovey) December 4, 2015

if you still cannot see anything wrong, then i don't know what to say.
http://www.deathandtaxesmag.com/272738/cnn-msnbc-storm-san-bernardino-shooters-home-broadcast-potentialevidence/?PageSpeed=noscript

ご注文は塩ですか。
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Nogara-san wrote:
People, especially the media, have been thirsty for Muslim blood since Paris.
I'm pissed off over the 14 people dying as well, but this country gave up after not doing shit after 26 children were gunned
down....
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I understand better now. This is bad only because they did it with the muslisms but not with the white kid who killed not
only those children but his parents and himself too. Probably because the dead bodies were in the house nobody
wanted to go inside?
Let's not turn every crime by non-white people into a racist problem just because of the way it's handled.
This thing is not the same as the other. There is proof that they supported ISIS and the fact that terrorism is happening
everywhere only makes people more afraid and hateful of muslisms.
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Spoiler Alert! Click to show or hide

If that's what happened, they will receive punishment soon but the news I saw showed another thing like the Landlord
opening the door for them, I didn't see anyone going against the Landlord's will.
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If anything, everyone was in the wrong here. The FBI for not protecting the place, the landlord for allowing entrance and
of course the journalists but what I read here is so different from what I see on tv. Something is missing. Still, I don't
care after what happened...
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Spoiler Alert! Click to show or hide

If that's what happened, they will receive punishment soon but the news I saw showed another thing like the Landlord
opening the door for them, I didn't see anyone going against the Landlord's will.
If anything, everyone was in the wrong here. The FBI for not protecting the place, the landlord for allowing entrance and of
course the journalists but what I read here is so different from what I see on tv. Something is missing. Still, I don't care
after what happened...

of course, if you watch it on TV, they will report things completely different because they were the ones who barged in.
or do you think msnbc would make a news story condemning themselves..?
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namealreadytaken wrote:

thatgirl202 wrote:
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Spoiler Alert! Click to show or hide

If that's what happened, they will receive punishment soon but the news I saw showed another thing like the
Landlord opening the door for them, I didn't see anyone going against the Landlord's will.
If anything, everyone was in the wrong here. The FBI for not protecting the place, the landlord for allowing
entrance and of course the journalists but what I read here is so different from what I see on tv. Something is
missing. Still, I don't care after what happened...

of course, if you watch it on TV, they will report things completely different because they were the ones who barged in.
or do you think msnbc would make a news story condemning themselves..?

Videos speak more than words. It was distasteful what they did and even worse IF they really went in against the
Landlord's will or if they offered him money but there is no evidence of that -yet-. Also, it makes me laugh that you all
are seeing this as the most despicable thing that has ever happened.
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